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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As noted by CBS reporter Jan Crawford during a Face the Nation roundtable discussion  December

26, 2021, children have — by far — the lowest risk for serious COVID-19 infection and, in her view,

COVID policies have therefore had an outsized impact on children and teens.

“Even teenagers, you know, a healthy teenager, has a one in a million chance of getting and

dying from COVID, which is way lower than ... dying in a car wreck on a road trip. But they

have suffered and sacriAced the most,” Crawford said.

“And now we have the Surgeon General saying there's a mental health crisis among our

kids. The risk of suicide attempts among girls [is] now up 51% this year, [and] Black kids

[are] nearly twice as likely as white kids to die by suicide.

School closures, lockdowns, cancellation of sports. You couldn't even go on a playground

in the D.C. area without cops ... shooing the kids off. [It has had a] tremendous negative

impact on kids, and it's been an afterthought.

You know, it’s hurt their dreams, their future learning ... risk of abuse, their mental health ...

[If] our policies don't rePect a more measured and reasonable approach for our children,

they will be paying for our generation's decisions [for] the rest of their lives. And that, to me,

is the greatest underreported story of the past year.”

Many Students Report Feeling Out of Control

In related news, The New York Times on Christmas Eve published an article  by Erica Green,

reviewing the impact extended school shutdowns have had on students.

“Teenagers arguably bore the social and emotional brunt of school disruptions,” she writes, noting

that across the U.S., high school-aged teens have over the past two years reported “some of the

most alarming mental health declines, evidenced by depression and suicide attempts.”

According to Green, “large numbers” of high school students have missed “most or all of the 2020-

2021 academic year,” and as a result, failed classes that are “critical to their futures.”

Harrison Bailey, Ph.D., principal of Liberty High School in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, described the

general sentiment among students as “resignation and indignation,” with “blunt and Zagrant

disrespect” being “rampant.”

Bailey has had to intervene in an unusually large number of [st [ghts and hall brawls as students

resumed classes in person. The school’s wellness center has also been “overwhelmed” with

students reporting anxiety and depression. Green writes:

“By December, referrals for the school’s Student Assistance Program — in which teams of

counselors and administrators coordinate resources for troubled students — had reached

300, compared with a total of 500 for the entire 2019-20 school year.

At a recent meeting, where administrators sifted through their caseloads of ‘sapped’

students, they described them in blunt terms: ‘feral,’ ‘a mess’ and ‘work in progress.’ ‘I think

kids are just feeling like ... the world’s out of control,’ Dr. Bailey said. ‘So, they’re like, ‘The

world’s out of control, why should I be in control?’”

The Other Side of Rage and Despair: Apathy

Aside from violence, Bailey is seeing another, in many respects even more concerning trend:

apathy. Many are coming to school wearing their pajamas. Overall, virtual learning has proven to be

nothing short of a disaster. A total failure. What the experiment has taught us is that school is not

just a place where you learn a bunch of information. It’s a place where you learn socialization skills.

“ The No. 1 complaint has been anxiety: 'Anxiety
about being in the classroom, being in front of
people, speaking to people, anyone looking at
them.' ~ Nancy Ettwein”

Many are now years behind in this regard, as COVID restrictions and masks have prevented

interpersonal engagement and dialogue. “People don’t know how to communicate anymore,” 18-

year-old Jazlyn Korpics told Green. “Everybody’s a robot now — their minds are warped.”

Nancy Ettwein, who ran the school’s wellness center until November 2021, told Green the No. 1

complaint has been anxiety: “Anxiety about being in the classroom, being in front of people,

speaking to people, anyone looking at them.” Many of the student referrals for mental health say

the student is just “sitting and crying in the bathroom.”

This abnormal response to normal social encounters is undoubtedly the result of extended

isolation and lack of face-to-face interactions with other humans. Sixteen-year-old Kaisyn Carswell

described pandemic life as “emptiness, but the emptiness is really heavy.” Another student reported

spending the entire year of 2020 playing video games all day long.

Many Faculty Are at Wits End

School faculty are also struggling. Green reports:

“Survey results  released this month by the National Association of Secondary School

Principals raised alarms that the pipeline of principals might be another casualty of the

pandemic, as their roles grow more amorphous and untenable.

In responses to the survey, which included a nationally representative sample of leaders,

only 35 percent said they ‘strongly agree’ with being generally satisAed in their jobs, down

from 63 percent in 2019.

Ranking among the highest on their list of challenges during the pandemic was providing

mental health support to students and providing guidance and mental health support to

staff. Sixty-eight percent were worried about teacher shortages and teacher burnout.

Only 23 percent ‘strongly agree’ that the size of their administrative team is adequate to

support staff and students, and only 21 percent ‘strongly agree’ that there are adequate

student services personnel like nurses and counselors.”

Drug Overdoses Surge Among High Schoolers

With despair and lack of purpose and direction comes increased drug use, with recent statistics

showing a shocking spike in fentanyl overdose deaths among high school-aged adolescents in the

U.S. during 2020 and 2021.

The following graph, from a December 24, 2021, preprint article  posted on medRxiv and tweeted

out by Dr. John B., a scientist, illustrates the situation better than words.

According to the authors:

“Adolescent overdose mortality saw a sharp increase between 2019 and 2020, from 2.35

per 100,000 to 4.58 per 100,000, representing a 94.3% increase, the largest percent

increase of any 5-year age group.

American Indian or Alaska Native (AIAN) adolescents, Latinx adolescents, and adolescents

in the West census region were disproportionately affected, overdose death rates 2.15,

1.31, and 1.68 times the national average in 2021, respectively.

Trends were driven by fatalities involving IMFs [illicitly-manufactured-fentanyls], which

nearly tripled from 2019 to 2020, and represented 76.6% of adolescent overdose deaths in

2021 ...

Our results should also be understood in the context of rising rates of adolescent mental

illness during the COVID-19 pandemic. These Andings highlight the urgent need for

accurate, harm-reduction-oriented education for early adolescents about the risks of an

evolving drug supply, as well as greater access to naloxone and services that check drugs

for the presence of IMFs.”

COVID Jab Taking a Toll Among Young Boys

Teens are also being assaulted by health problems brought on by the COVID jabs, which may over

time make the mental health decline even worse than it currently is, especially among boys.

According to a report by Steve Kirsch, who’s been following and investigating COVID shot side

effects, one private school in California is seeing a dramatic rise in myocarditis among boys — a

condition that can have lifelong consequences, severely reducing one’s quality of life. He writes:

“For a long time, I’ve been on the record as saying that the rate of myocarditis is around 1

in 317 for teenage boys. That was a conservative estimate since it used a VAERS under-

reporting factor of 41, which is reserved for only the most serious events ... a more

‘realistic’ estimate is 1 in 150.

Today I heard from a parent of a child who attends Monte Vista Christian school that three

children were diagnosed with myocarditis after they got the vaccine. The school has 855

kids ... Let’s do a little math.

The ratio of male to female rates of myocarditis is roughly 10:1, so it’s a good bet these

were all boys. Roughly half the school are boys. There has never been a vaccine mandate

at the school. So I’d estimate conservatively that 2/3 of the kids could have been

vaccinated by then. So, 855/2x2/3=285 vaccinated boys.

So the rate of myocarditis at the school by my estimate is 3/285 which is 1 in 95 boys. This

makes sense to me overall; it is not far from my 1 in 150 estimate. One in 95 boys with

myocarditis (which is never ‘mild’) should cause an immediate halt to the vaccines and an

examination of how the CDC could possibly miss a safety signal this large.”

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is also monitoring eight cases of myocarditis

in 5- to 11-year-olds who got the P[zer COVID jab.  Adding insult to injury, it’s now clear the shots

are not providing the protection promised.

According to Cornell University, of the 903 cases of Omicron infection reported during the week of

December 7 through 13, 2021, which shut down the Ithaca, New York campus, almost all were in

fully jabbed students.  Some had received three shots.

SacriMce the Young to ‘Protect’ the Old?

As noted by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., never before has a society demanded that children take risks

that might sacri[ce their health in order to protect the old.  It’s immoral and irrational.

Writing in The Defender,  Dr. Robert Malone highlighted the second Physicians Declaration  by the

International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, dated October 29, 2021, which has

been signed by more than 16,000 doctors and scientists, stating that “healthy children shall not be

subjected to forced vaccination” as their clinical risk from SARS-CoV-2 infection is negligible and

long term safety of the shots cannot be determined prior to such policies being enacted.

Not only are children at high risk for severe adverse events, but having healthy, unvaccinated

children in the population is crucial to achieving herd immunity. The declaration also demands that

health agencies and institutions “cease interfering with physicians treating individual patients.”

Three Things Parents Must Know

Malone writes:

“Before you inject your child — a decision that is irreversible — I wanted to let you know the

scientiAc facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine technology

I created.

There are three issues parents need to understand: The Arst is that a viral gene will be

injected into your children’s cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike

proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs,

including:

Their brain and nervous system.

Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots.

Their reproductive system.

This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system.

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are

irreparable:

You can’t Ax the lesions within their brain.

You can’t repair heart tissue scarring.

You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system.

This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of your

family.

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not

been adequately tested. We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really

understand the risks. Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many

years later.

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment in

human history. One Anal point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.

Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents. It’s actually the

opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your family if not the world

from this disease.

In summary: There is no beneAt for your children or your family to be vaccinating your

children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine

that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives. The

risk/beneAt analysis isn’t even close. As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to

you is to resist and Aght to protect your children.”

Without doubt, we have loads of work ahead of us. In all likelihood, it will take years to undo the

harm these past two years have inZicted on our children, both physically and psychologically. But

as a [rst step, we must resolve to protect children from lifelong health problems caused by these

experimental jabs.

If we allow tens of thousands of children, perhaps even millions, to be permanently injured,

resulting in lifelong disabilities and ill health, the psychological devastation will be unimaginable.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has [nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere else.

After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view any

missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion of

proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the [ght to protect our freedom of

speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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The artist John Singer Sargent once quipped that “a portrait is a picture in which there is just a tiny little something not quite right about

the mouth.”  There are 43 facial muscles that control human expression.  The subtleties they are capable of expressing—and that we as

human beings are capable of reading—constitute a visual language spanning an entire palette of emotions.  Just like a sense of the

subtler shades of verbal language must be acquired through experience, the same applies with this facial language—it has to be learned.

 While this learning may occur throughout life, childhood is when the intensity of learning is at a peak, and the nuanced learning of the

rich language of facial cues is no exception.  Forcing a child to wear a pointless face covering during this crucial, formative time of life

constitutes cruel and unusual punishment, cutting them off not only from oxygen, but the “oxygen” of human connection when they need

it most.  What will the generations so impacted grow up to be?  What unimagined handicaps will they endure through the foolish,

short-sighted directives of “experts” whose pompous or evil machinations never even considered such consequences?
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Sorry to be so harsh and pessimistic, but I sincerely believe that they HAVE indeed "considered such consequences" and

determined they are features, not bugs.  This [ts well with the sadistic, tyrannical, powermongering, totalitarian, destruction we

have witnessed these past two years, and it further [ts well (the really scary part) with the global reset, populatioin bomm, we

must reduce the "load" on the planet now meme that is increasinly coming to the forefront.
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What a brilliant post in the sense that it is pointing out what the media are ignoring. So if the eyes are the window to the soul, the

mouth is the window to the heart? As Aristotle said, all those years ago, "Man is a social animal." Light and love.
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This is a bit of a soul crushing post - I feel that sense of helplessness.  I guess we are raising kids to further identify with

computers and smart technologies and not even look at their neighbor.  Oh boy - what are we creating?
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Excellent post, as always, David! I've posted many times that we (they) are "destroying an entire generation of children"! Should this

not be totally obvious? We have become a faceless society and I can assure everyone that the utter CHAOS that has permeated

this society, is intentional. Every time I walk out of the house; everything is so surreal! We haven't seen the faces of countless

people - in two years! This is especially true in retail spaces. I don't even want to talk to someone with no face (lack of facial

expressions). A crucial aspect of human interaction/socializing, is the facial expressions of others. We learn much from these

changes in people's faces...

We can tell if they're happy, sad, angry, excited...by their facial expressions alone. We look at people's faces to determine their

'reaction' to what we are saying. It's a bit dipcult to assess someone's reaction, when they're all muzzled up. Of course, this is

causing all kinds of psychological damage! Such evil and insanity; yet the oblivious masses question none of it! I call this a Global

Psyops; because that's exactly what it is and the globalists no exactly how much psychological harm they are causing!
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The destruction of social bonding has been manipulated & outright destroyed starting with War Lords thousands of years ago.

There few if any cultures who escape the bad behavior. Silly Cone Tech Masters think the unsocial animal is perfect for their virtual

landscapes & for people hypnotized & captured by the self-serving imaginary landscapes and worlds. Distracted, disconnected

lives lived never completed to ful[ll our individual potentials, awareness. This also starves and denies Society's to do the same.

One stands on the shoulders of the other. The ability to reach full awareness makes for individuals who do the right thing in ways

to bene[t themselves & Society. Creation for that matter.  We're being treated as though we are the crazy uncle or aunt who used to

be locked in the cellar or attic.

The biggest rub is while a 1% claim "We" need three planets to sustain humanity, just exactly who are "We?" Three hundred planets

wouldn't be enough to feed the Hungry Ghost who populate the 1%. There appears to be to many of them. More is never enough,

whereas, for most regular folk, we [nd ourselves locked out of so many things, permaculture, proper forestry, greening the deserts,

focusing on the material things of substance - not the Zeeting glitzy Zavor of the week pop culture bull spit that ends up feeding

the ever-growing toxic deserts. We have the information, & it is growing. We just need to [nd ways to break through, go under, over

or around a Predator $yStem. (Seen someplace else; Those only having had 3 Jabs are putting those who have had 4 Jabs in

danger. About sums it up!)
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Well, BION, the Pope is "weighing in" on this thread this morning. The good news is adoption:

www.ansa.it/english/news/2022/01/05/pope-calls-for-simpli[cation-of-a..   The bad news, IMHO, is about encouraging more

procreation in this overburdened natural resources planet, especially when peer pressuring people that are not family oriented,

thus resulting in more dysfunctional and mismanaged families with crime, hunger, pollution, etc.; quantity over quality. :-(

 www.newsday.com/lifestyle/columnists/god-squad/god-squad-pope-francis-..    I have always thought of Pope Francis as a pretty

decent, down-to-earth fellow who was environmentally concerned, but I [nd some of his recent comments disappointing.

www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2021-09/pope-francis-prayer-intention-..    ~~~  

www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/africa/Dogs-and-cats-cannot-take-the-pl..   And then there's this: www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi Darzoum, Someone mentioned kids at vulnerable ages and missing some of these signals may need years to catch up, if they

even can. It also causes these kids to seriously lose IQ points, estimated at 10 or more points down. Although, not certain how

they can tell this unless they are using earlier, pre-covid studies and examples of this known effect. It is truly child sacri[ce:

without extreme parental vigilance, kids can escape one trap, and easily fall into another, their existence appears booby-trapped by

mainstream directives.
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Good post Darzoum.  BUT I would like to read an article and listen to stories about kids that are refusing to comply.  What are there

thoughts moving forward about taking back their lives? I know there are parents teaching their children that they have freedom,

liberty, a Constitution, and a Bill of Rights.  In a recent no mask, no mandate, freedom to choose  signage demo I took part in on a

busy street school was getting out.  The unmasked kids walk by giving us a thumbs up.  One boy, about 13, came up to me and

said his father will not be getting the vax and he also said he and his siblings would not be getting the shot.  Let's hear from this

side of the coin.
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Children Are Dying From COVID Lockdowns and Overdoses
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Children have, by far, the lowest risk for serious COVID-19 infection; COVID policies have therefore had an outsized impact on children and

teens

)

Suicide attempts among girls rose 51% in 2021)

Between 2019 and 2020, adolescent overdose mortality rose from 2.35 per 100,000 to 4.58 per 100,000, a 94.3% increase)

Fentanyl fatalities among teens nearly tripled between 2019 to 2020, and represented 76.6% of adolescent overdose deaths in 2021)

Children’s health is also being decimated by COVID jab mandates. A declaration signed by 16,000 doctors and scientists calls for the

elimination of all COVID jab mandates for children

)
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Food for thought: www.bitchute.com/.../YhmhqYQACxUV
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Thank you for your comments.
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There yet remains ONE WAY of eliminating these issues for your own children.  Pull them OUT of government, and most other private,

schools, Homeschool them. Find other families doing the same, and work together. One parent or older sibling might know abut plants,

botany, etc, and can help teach those who do not. Another may be a maths whiz. Same tactic. Exploring a given subject, period of time in

history, etc, together, each researching what interests them, then coming together and sharing what each one has found.. I guarantee yuo

their end-product of learning will far exceed anything coming out of the gummit skewlz. And for a fraction of the price.  

Meet in various homes, perhaps  church facility that is not used much during the week  Share resources with other families that might not

have what you have. Tell the gummit to butt OUTT. Homeschooling is legal in every state at this point, though I can easily see some

states shutting it down in the near future as they will realize their desperate attempts to micromanage every aspect of YOUR children's

lives is being foiled.  Especially make certain they are exposed to the history of the forming of this nation, from valid sources(which DO

abound).

I personally know several dozen families who have been doing this for generations. Their children are little adults, can carry on a

meaningful conversation, are responsible, reliable, fun, adventurous, SUPER intelligent, successful in life, great friends. One of them built

his own business when he was sixteen, now 24 years later just sold a different business he built from scratch and his  own money for

NINE MILLION. Dollars.  He has bought forty acres, is getting ready to build his big home and launch his little fun farm. His eight kids are

excited about  lthe life ahead for them.  They are already learning the skills to become a new generation of successful entrepreneurs.  

Anyone lese know someone at forty, the product of gummit skelwz, this successful? I never did.
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Be a total George Carlin and never listen to anything the gov't says.
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Tionico, homeschooling was a journey, that's for sure.  John Taylor Gatto (retired teacher) had a lot to say about the dummying

down of kids ... and Charlotte Mason (AMAZING woman!), oh and Ruth Beechick, Ruth helped me simplify the process and gave

me courage!  Reading these really helped me form a strong foundation before taking the dive into homeschooling :)  Skupe!  Yup!

 Do the opposite of what they say and you'll end up a helluva lot better off!  As the last two years have shown to me!
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But to do what you suggest (which I agree whole heartedly with) , parents have to become less sel[sh.  The family may have to

make sacri[ces of things.May be even a parent will have setp down from a time consuming position to do so.  Most of whom I

speak to don’t even want to try even though in my area there is a strong homeschooling network.  Don’t look towards anyone else

to save your children!  As parents that is up to you period.  And Start a network of helping other to do so....leave no one who wants

behind.  Yes, this will take work. But for sake of your children’s future  do it.
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Tionico. Are you familiar with Khan Academy. www.youtube.com/.../khanacademy
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Tionico...this is what is needed...it is a start to take back control of your children's future. Many cannot do this alone, so [nd other

homeschoolers and share time and learning. Also be alert to other children in the neighborhood who are disenfranchised and help

in any way you can.
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I feel very sorry for the kids today, I see children passing by on their way home, coming from the high school wearing masks and on

their mobiles or have headphones on. They can be walking with their school chums but all looking at their mobiles - no

conversation between them. Technology has captured them big time. I have a big sloping grassy park in front of my house, I rarely

see kids out playing in the fresh air. The only time kids are there is if it snows and they have fun sledging but we have had no snow

so far and last year it snowed for only one day. Its sad that the fun and activities seem to have gone.
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Thank you, Sir.  A brilliant post and reZects my experience exactly.  My son was bullied and shamed in public school and no one

can learn in an atmosphere of fear like that.  We started homeschooling and he blossomed, ending up going to college and earning

a Masters Degree.  He has all those wonderful qualities you noted in your post.
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Amen.  I saw disturbing trends in the schools in the latter 80's and decided to home school my kids (when it was not popular and

highly criticized, and my friends and family looked askance at me).  They are now completely different kids from their peers.  And I

mean that in a good way.  They are completely amazed by the entitled culture that surrounds them.  They are all extremely hard

working and have a boatload of money in the bank.  All three of them.  As a matter of fact, they don't know what to do with all their

money!!  As an end point, recently I have gotten a reward from some of these critics and family members  by telling me that I did

the right thing homeschooling, especially with the push for Critical race theory and the 1619 project and the strange sexuality they

are teaching kids.  Shame on those people!  

Tionoco, all those things you mentioned about building a co-op and networking are excellent ideas.  I would not worry about

homeschooling becoming illegal anytime soon.  The schools are so overburdened and they don't have the time to regulate all the

homeschoolers in their district.  I did not even test my youngest child except once.  I just decided that if they ask for test results, I

would say, "Oh, I forgot."  UNLESS the federal govt. steps in and makes it illegal across all states.  Now that could happen.  

LovestoSing, Yes, Charlotte Mason is an amazing person.  I have her set of homeschooling books.  

Nothingsound, YES parents have to become more selZess.  Believe me, if you don't do something to change the course of your

kids' future now by pulling them out of school, they will be different kids when they grow up and that won't be in any good way.

 They could also end up hating you, because that is what govt. school is doing.  Turning your kids against you.  You can't [ght 8 or

so hours a day of that kind of brainwashing by coming home tired at 5, slapping dinner on the table, then more household chores, a

bath, some video games.
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Tionico, spot on post.  More of what I was advocating in my comment to Darzoum.  Let's push the I WILL NOT COMPLY while

offering alternatives and success stories rather than endless doom & gloom.
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Great idea. Start a homeschool hub. Or start a parochial school of between 5-15 students. Grades K-8. Meet in a church building or

partially [nished barn/garage. Where I live you don't need a license if it's religiously apliated. The Amish have their schools and

the teachers never went past the 8th grade.
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Eliminate the old, experienced and wise...muzzle and dehumanize the young..while the media replaces history with the monopoly

narrative of empire.  Wars, drugs, empty foods, industrial toxins are leading to depopulation and extinctions...allowed by compliant

masses tricked into a warped reality by media, enforced by their utter dependence on the money/food/medical system and ultimately

black helmeted military goons.
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BINGO!  HAPPY NEW YEAR RANDALL!!  Let this be the year we take all these pedo bas#$%&* down!
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Second that thought!  Recently started reading Epoch Times (using their special offer); noticing their new articles are nearly

diametrically opposed to mainstream media reporting. Wondering how much longer seriously warped, 1%-owned and

corporate-promoted reality can be projected onto the populace before it falls apart under its own weight of lies and

distortions...best I can [gure, the (2) major news sources are working hard to create their own demise!
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Walker... I guess we can include kid shots under pedo abuse... Rrrreal...Ever tried to discuss covid scam w a victim of Malone's

"Mass formation psychosis?" Add this to must read list;  

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/donald-w-miller-jr-md/robert-f-kennedy-jr-..
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Nice analysis, thanks! Over holidays, read about 150 e-pages (out of 780) then skipped to the last few chapters.Its a fascinating

story, highly researched; and when you think you can catch yer breath, story keeps getting worse! Final chapters outline the faked

pandemics called since 1984 or thereabouts, all footnoted. Still, the best statement from RFK Jr. that I remember is, "the CIA does

not do public health or democracy, they do coup d'etat." So who is running the US pandemic response?
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No, we are not "Sacri[c(ing) the Young to ‘Protect’ the Old" we are simply sacri[cing the young. There is no scienti[c evidence that this

action is having any effect to protect any "old people" much less an effect that protects most or all old people.  Like most preventative

actions, and all preventative actions that DO NOT CURE, these actions are statistical as in "Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics." There is no

scienti[c basis for any of our restrictions on children's actions, it's simply an extension of the nonsense medical apartheid imposed on

adults, taken to extremes.  If we want to protect the old, we need to cure COVID. We know how to cure COVID, we're not doing it. Instead

we are distracted by an ongoing series of "preventatives that don't cure" in order to avoid studies of actual cures. If we were to study a

theory of cure for COVID - we would no longer need vaccines.
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Same thoughts here Versatile.  We are sacri[cing people and it makes me feel sick.  As a Believer, very day I pray, for my

neighbourhood - that this ultimate negativity knows it’s not welcome here... This will not end well if we don’t speak and act up for

the ones we have volunteered / been appointed to protect.  God bless.
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I'm furious at many. But the real problem is they have completely placed their trust in the rich, famous, and powerful. Just because

they are rich, famous, or powerful with no regard to whether they are honest or compassionate. Why such blind trust and devotion

Riches, fame and power are no indicator of moral goodness. As far as how corrupt the world has become it seems quite the

opposite. rnichols.substack.com/.../listening-to-snakes
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Sacri[cing. Truth for lies. Lives for pro[ts. The pharmaceutical industry, the cancer on the health of humanity has a dirty sick slick

trick that it deals with known as "scienti[c studies", excuse me while I recover from a laughing [t, I thought that they were more

accurately described as doctored dog turd words.
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ICONOCLAST you are more right than you know. Read a few, or a few thousand or a few hundred thousand "scienti[c medical

research studies". Search for the word cure. Right off the bat, that eliminates more than 98 percent. Clinical trials.gov claims to list

over 400,000 trials. Less than 7000 contain the word cure. Search those for a de[nition of and test for cured. Good luck.  Most

clinical studies have no test for cured because they are tests of TREATMENTS THAT DO NOT (CANNOT) CURE. Even treatments

with antibiotics, which can cure some diseases, are normally marketed as "treatments" not as cures.

Our entire medical system, so called "science based" has no theory of cure. If, or when a cure occurs in a "scienti[c clinical study"

it can only be ignored - cured being "out of scope". It makes no difference if the cure occurs in the treatment arm or the placebo

arm, cures on either side are ignored, by scienti[c design. It's the same for COVID. All cases cured are ignored, because

"prevention is more pro[table than cure..."

Until our medical researchers begin to study the fundamental theories of illness and cure, we will continue to suffer stronger and

stronger "preventatives that don't cure". Preventatives that do cure, like healthy levels of Vitamin D and zinc will continue to be put

down with phrases like "there is no evidence of bene[t" - cures being ignored. It's not hard to understand the basic theory of cure.

But, there is no scienti[c interest.

Health is whole. An illness is a hole in healthiness. A cure [lls the hole. This is exactly how Vitamin D and Zinc cure COVID. It's

exactly how Vitamin C cures scurvy. It's exactly how antibiotics cure infections. The hole created by the infection is [lled with

healthy cells after the infection is addressed. It is the same way we might cure a Zat tire illness or a cancer. But most medicines

make no attempt to cure any illness. To your health, tracy
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As a college professor, I see [rst-hand how this Covid tyranny is only exacerbating an already fragile population. Mental health issues

were signi[cant among college students before this so-called pandemic and have only worsened with the onslaught of "social

distancing," "Zoom" classes, and now (at my school) vaccine mandates. Students who seek exemptions are required to attend

"information" (Propaganda) sessions about the vaccines (on Zoom, of course) and submit to weekly testing at their own cost. They are

banned from campus for any violations of these policies.

Just two years ago, the normal scene on campus was of students gathering together, socializing, developing friendships and living freely.

Even more ominous, as addressed in this article, is the devastating effects of masks and isolation on younger children. I cannot imagine

what my life would have been like if as a child I was forced to live under such draconian and unnecessary restrictions. The globalist elites

and their corrupt acolytes among politicians and government "opcials" (read: Fauci, et. al.) must be held accountable for the devastation

they are causing through this pandemic fraud--if people continue to wake up and we collectively stand up and put an end to this

nonsense.

Tomorrow, I go for my weekly test (as the only unvaccinated faculty member). Despite the clear facts that these gene-therapy "vaccines"

do not prevent the spread or prevent vaccinated from getting the virus, and in fact are probably contributing to the variants (ADE), not to

mention the tragic deaths and adverse reactions (covered up by corrupt government, media and big tech), our "president" continues to

spout the "pandemic of the unvaccinated" propaganda. We need a global great awakening to regain our freedom and ensure our children

have the opportunity for normalcy. This child abuse must stop; humanity's future depends upon it.
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Look up, Peggy Hall TheHealthyAmerican , you do not have to submit to weekly testing, you have religious freedom, Title 7 of the

civil rights act of 1964
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I understand the very young have no choice. But a lot of college aged and twenty somethings seem to love lockdowns and

masking. They prefer the New Normal and hope it never ends. I see them trolling online all the time praising the status quo, saying

they love being alone forever and want to remain in semi isolation for the rest of their lives and wishing death upon the lonely or

simply human among us. If they're so unhappy and depressed why do they support living this way forever? Truly depressed people

curl up in bed and don't rise. Truly depressed people commit suicide instead of trolling or acting almost as badly as the sadistic

elitists running this show. Therefore I don't see depression or fear behind the way the masses act. The Faceless Herd seems to

enjoy this crap.
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The most disturbing thing going on in this country is the complete lack of any mainstream journalism. They do not report the news but

they do push an insane socialist marxist agenda. It is killing innocent people, causing a break down of the family unit and destroying an

entire generation. We have emasculated two generations of men and that has caused a breakdown of society. The current generation of

baby boys will have 1/2 the testosterone of their Grandfathers. Every government agency is captured by a handful of evil conglomerates.

They have poisoned the earth and won't stop until they control us all body and soul. Very disturbing. Can the population that is aware [ght

this? Time will tell. The next few years will be make or break for the USA and the World. Pray and live free.
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I have been reading The Epoch Times - it is very balanced and diverse. Almost opposite reporting to the controlled media.
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I wonder what people living in new England thought as tensions increased before the Revolutionary War.  What was it like for the people

living in the Shenandoah Valley who sold their land and followed their preacher when he told them they had to leave because he believed

a Civil War would be fought there?  What about the Jews in Europe before WWII who could see their rights slowly being taken away?

 What did these people know and understand at the time?  Is history repeating itself?  Are there lessons for us?

These events often have certain things in common.  A few astute observers can predict the future.  Leaders will tell lies, send mixed

messages and use propaganda to keep people anxious and guessing about what the future holds.  These are times of great uncertainty.

 Laws and mandates are instituted “for the protection of the people” and “for the good of all”.  However, they tend to bene[t a certain

class of people over others.  Innocents are dragged into the conZict and suffer many losses.  The persecution of them is part of an

agenda with speci[c goals that may not be admitted to the public.  Their property is con[scated and they are denied human and civil

rights.

To build a foundation to overcome the previous leadership, the challengers need to gain popularity and say the right things even if they

have no intention of keeping their promises.  People who were once on the wrong side of history rise to prominence.  It is only as

opposition collapses that they reveal their true intentions.  Money will grease many palms to achieve their goals.  Those who gain power

in this manner are destined to eventually lose it again and become vili[ed by historians.  We saw the Storm Troopers and Hitler Youth

dragging Jews out of their homes, con[scating their property, raping the women, incarcerating and murdering them.
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What makes us think this was an aberration of history?  Such wars have happened throughout all time.  War is the norm and there

are brief intervals of peace in between.  Are there any countries in Europe that have not been touched by war in the last 100 years?

 The US may be unique in having peace on the home front, not being invaded.  As Hesse predicted… “the wheel turns”.

 Circumstances can change suddenly and with no warning.  We are in a battle for our bodies, minds and souls--our children and our

way of life.  Unlike previous aggressions, there is no place to run and hide.  That means our only option is to resist or submit.
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Almond, this is a bleak vision indeed. Your posts are generally full of light, purpose and plans for how we can live and survive in

these terrible times. That is not to say that the post is not without merit, there is always a shadow side and the darkness. What I

like to think is that darkness can only de[ne the light, with light there is no darkness. Light and love.

Editing this comment to comment on Almond's comment below: It is perfectly true that we must learn from history. I feel that the

Resistance was able to draw on the vision of a better future if they did something to prevent the lights from going out all over

Europe. What is dipcult is that every war is fought with different technology, and we of the light must [nd ways to defeat the

current techonology and the political game and the monsters behind it. That can be done by sticking to our guns about

vaccinations etc. and as Almond outlined in another post returning to a more traditional way of life with smaller more

self-supcient communities and agriculture.

Homeschooling is a hard one as children so need the stimulus of mixing with their peers, perhaps we should consider a return to

village schools? Sadly, however, there is an elitism in this as not all of us have the privilege of living in the country or as Dr. Mercola

does, in a sunny place near the sea. At the end of the day, resilience and vision will be our defence against the forces of darkness. I

am quite sure that Tolkein foresaw this time, and the light was vindicated in the end, but not without great dipculty.
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pipblanc and all...He who does not learn from history is destined to repeat it.  Perhaps this is why people in so many nations

around the world are rising up.  They have known war and tyranny.  They resist because they accept a responsibility for never again

repeating what has happened in many of their lifetimes.  Like many generations before us, we stand at a precipice.  Change is

possible, but a person must be grounded in reality and know what has come before.  We have work to do and must educate many

people. Only when enough people have understanding will the light shine thru the darkness.

We live in historic times.  We have an opportunity to be a part of something much bigger than ourselves and rewrite the course of

history for the future of mankind.  First, we will need to pass thru a time of dipculties and darkness, though.  During these

challenges, do not lose faith.  Cling to the truth you [nd in nature, God and the eternal concepts of liberty.  Love is powerful, too.

 These do not change.  Let them be your guiding light.
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Nice post! I live in Massachusetts near the ocean. There are trails in the woods among steep hills and on the corner of one Hill

there is a site that had been used as a Lookout during the Revolutionary War. There you are very well-hidden, and have a nice

overview of the Town, a perfect place to spot Foreign Invaders. There is even a brick ammunitions building that has been preserved

as a part of this historical site. It is a great place to sit and meditate. When I am there now I think so much about the things you

said in your post!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 8:48:20 AM
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So one basic Dynamic of the state Noam Chomsky talks about is that if there is too much stability for too long the people might

start getting "ideas". So wars have always been served up at regular intervals as a way of the state controlling and culling the

upstarts within its own population. For instance you have the leaders of France and Germany at any point in history decide they

need a little war to subdue their own people.

In writing about this Dynamic Chomsky goes on to say that after World War 2 the leaders started to look for other ways of

controlling populations, because conventional War with tanks and bombs had become impractical. He then talks about the shift to

the idea of Toxifying populations as a way of controlling them, Wow have we had any of that in the last 80 years. This current

operation of course follows 911, and they are related. The one Paving the way for the other. The timing of yanking troops out of

Afghanistan is telling, now they have a new operation to focus on. Never forget!

Although weapons and Technology change the state is always aiming for the trifecta of Trauma, Toxi[cation and controlling

Thought by way of Propaganda, and the inherent conditioning that follows. This current episode hits all three of those marks very

nicely. What they have done really is to weaponize the idea of respiratory infections in general. Whether or not they are

intentionally releasing stuff doesn't matter. They have effectively turned the common cold into a 9/11 type event.
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I’m glad to see that CBS reporter, Jan Crawford, put it out there that these decisions to keep mask policies, and lockdown type mandates,

will continue to have negative physical and psychological effects on young people. Last night I read in Ch 7 of Robert Kennedy’s book

about Fauci and the NIAID’S barbaric and legal experiments on children who were wards of the state and orphans. It sickens me to think

that these policies and mandates are because of suggestions made by Fauci, and people like Bill Gates, Collins, and other deadly,

ruthless, greedy, con artists.
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Well, eugenicists are like that.
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It is also important to understand that almost no-one dies from COVID. COVID has now been with us for over two years. We know how to

cure COVID. When we [rst encountered COVID, most of our bodies were healthy enough to cure COVID without external assistance. This

is still true. Of those who might die, most deaths can easily be prevented by early intervention. This leave us with a simple truth. Most of

the people who are counted as "COVID deaths" are actually deaths by "failure to treat COVID effectively". We could easily develop a

statistical timeline from when we didn't understand COVID, to today, where we have a very clear understanding. At the start, we might

blame most deaths on COVID, because we were not aware of the cures. But today, the opposite is true.  We know how to cure COVID.

Unfortunately, our medical systems, having no theory of cure, have no practice of curing. As a result, cured patients are ignored, shunned

- even banned from normal activities, unless they are vaccinated.

And we are sacri[cing our children because of our intentional ignorance - our intentional ignoring of cure, cures, curing, and cured. Our

children don't need to be cured but we are still guided by the nonsense mantra "Prevention is better than cure." It's simply not true.

Prevention is not better than cure when disease is present - a cure is needed.  Prevention is not better than cure when no disease is

possible - this is the case for most children. It is simply not possible for most children to acquire the disease COVID, their healthiness

removes the virus and builds a wall of protection before it can multiply to the level of a disease. No cures are needed for most children.

Prevention is a waste of time.  Unfortunately, preventatives that do not cure are also dangerous. And the consequences of this nonsense

are clearly visible. The preventative damages and kills far more children than the disease.
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Yeah, that's true.  The Eugenicists' goals are many, and accelerated population reduction is one of them.  Killing or disabling or

sterilizing children before they're old enough to reproduce is more epcient.
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Well stated, versatile. It's a true shame that the repurposed drugs, that Dr Zelenko and others proved to work so well in the early

stages, got kicked under the bus by fauci and his band of corrupt and greedy criminals.
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I can personally attest to everything in this article. I’m a middle school special education teacher and a licensed master social worker

(LMSW) who trained as a therapist. Academically and socially, last year was devastating for students and teachers, and we are paying the

price this year as well. I know of at least three teachers on our grade-level team who have left teaching or are planning to this semester or

at the end of the semester. I also know of several others that are planning on leaving when they can secure other jobs. After 15 years of

teaching special ed, I’m leaving as well at the end of this semester. As I said, this year is no better. I know of one student who has been

quarantined four times already for a total of 40 days. One of my coworkers summed it up best and most succinctly: “I’m not loving this

year.” We all thought it would be better. I’m hoping we can throw off this mass psychosis before it destroys more lives.
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Children are dying lung infections caused by endless mask wearing.  You don't need to take my word for it.  Go look it up.
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This is why I am so furious at the virtue signalling masktards. We need to publicly shame these people as well as getting local

police on our side. Find the biggest Covid fascists in your neighborhood and [gure out how to non violently bring social

consequences on them. Social shaming or public degradation rituals are ideal for punishing narcissists. They want to be

worshipped and adored. Let them be shunned or pelted with bits of garbage and screamed names at when they walk outdoors.

Have dozens of anonymous notes left on their doorsteps saying, "Quit poisoning my kid, Maskhole! None of us likes you. Shut up

or get out of town!" Leave dead rodents on the front porch if they snitch.
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That all young people need to be involved in daily physical activities outdoors to boost their immune systems is a medical truism. That

sequestering them indoors does the exact opposite is also a known medical fact. Staying at home in isolation decreases the normal Zora

that young people need to maintain a healthy immune system. Have you thought about the impact these policies will have on youth,

especially those already disenfranchised?  On what basis are you making these decisions that will impair the health of our children?

Young people (and everyone) also need to be involved in daily social activities with their peers to develop and maintain their

psychological and emotional well-being- this too is well documented. Medical studies show conclusively that isolation indoors

exacerbates depression and anxiety- which further weakens the immune system. Have you considered the children who are in unstable

and often abusive homes and have no way out? What about children who have no yard to play in? How are you using data to guide your

decisions?

Have you considered the damage that will be done to our youth as their basketball leagues are cancelled, music camps cancelled, little

league baseball seasons stolen, summer vacations ruined,  summer job opportunities vanished and all of their recreational programs

eliminated? Tell me how do you see children spending their time in the summer when there is literally nothing for them to do?

For all involved in these decisions let it be known that you will be directly responsible for damaging the health and well-being of youth

across our country. Will you be accepting liability for child outcomes during this time? Will you be looking at and assessing these

outcomes? For those who are unable to see the extraordinary damage and long-lasting impact on our youth by this dangerous precedent,

it seems clear that you are unable to make sound medical decisions that bene[t our youth.
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I wrote and submitted the following letter to newspapers/school boards etc. in March of 2020- everyone involved in these lockdowns

bears responsibilities for these tragedies befalling our youth. These are crimes> Covid Lockdown Imprisons Our Youth The current

lockdown, social isolation and cancellations of all extracurricular activities for our youth is an irresponsible and detrimental health policy

for our nation's young people. Without a doubt it is a gross violation of medical ethics and public policy to mandate that youth be

sequestered indoors and have their physical activities curtailed or eliminated.

Any and all public opcials that have constructed and executed these policies have shown an inexcusable lack of understanding and

foresight as to how these policies will negatively impact young people in the immediate and for years to come. These policies will

continue to have devastating psychological, emotional and physical consequences  in some cases will last for years and in many cases

will be permanent- particularly for at risk youth whose lives are in precarious situations in the best of times. It is now known, and well

documented, that Covid predominantly impacts the elderly, often in nursing homes, who already have comorbidities.

On a planet of 7.8 billion people there are very few cases of any healthy young person severely (or even mildly) impacted by this virus.

From the outset one of Covid-19's distinct characteristics is its unusually small impact on the vast majority of children. Final part of letter:

For those involved in these decisions will you take responsibility for damaging the well-being of youth across our country? Will you be

accepting liability for child outcomes during this time? Will you be examining and assessing these outcomes?
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Children didn’t start behaving like this in the past two years, as they have been groomed for several decades. No hierarchy between age

groups and status where everyone is on a [rst name basis. I was raised to call adults and superiors “Mr. Mrs. or Ms.” Even college profs

drop their hard-earned academic title to be “cool.” So foolish. So these kids are already damaged by these weak societal changes. This is

ramping it all up. I’ve stated before, this is NOT going away. They got to where they needed to be with all the other false Zags. The masks

are training AI for facial and body movement recognition in preparation for worldwide control and worship to the Anti-Christ. The only

thing you people should be seriously contemplating is the condition of your souls and faith when you head into the afterlife before the

seat of the Messiah.
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I am a retired elementary and middle school administrator and teacher. I cannot tell how much my heart aches for our children. The

courts are too slow, school leadership too compromised, parents too overwhelmed, and our complicit government too corrupt for any

avenue of help for our children. BUT, we must do something.  Right now we can begin to open a dialog with children. Their voices need to

be heard. If you are able...engage them, listen to what they say, encourage them, pray with them, give them hope and get help for them. If

anyone would like to continue to give ideas here, it is appreciated...each of us can make a small difference now.
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None of the kids at my church wear masks. Nor do I. I make sure to smile and show a full range of facial expressions to little ones.
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CommonTalk, I am a retired elementary and middle school teacher, as well. I agree that we must do something. But as an observer

of school age children, and an acquaintance of many of their parents, I can easily see that the propaganda campaign has polluted

the minds of so many parents.  As a result, these children are being fed the misinformation by the parents who in most cases have

more one to one (or small group) time with their children than most teachers do.

Also, regardless of how the child feels, the parent will sadly have the last word when it comes time to take the jab. Perhaps that

suggested dialog would be better suited for the parents? That could open up a huge can of worms. I could easily envision a

prominent, ill informed parent getting upset because Mr or Mrs El Ed Teacher is spreading vaccine misinformation. Remember too,

that many administrators could well be on board with the "vaccines are going to save us all" idea. This could be some real thin ice.

Lastly, about midway through my teaching career I kept hearing little bits and pieces about home schooling. Back then, I thought it

was a terrible idea. However, if a parent in today's world has the means to provide a decent education at home, this is probably an

excellent time to make that move........especially if it helps your child avoid a death jab mandate.

rensmith  -  Keep smiling at those young children in your church.
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“I cannot tell how much my heart aches for our children“.  I share your pain, CommonTalk. but when considering home schooling,

please read the post by Maxwell53 above. It’s not so simple just to keep the young at home as they require interaction with their

peers to maintain physical, mental and emotional health and development.
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Is evil a force in itself rather than just evil individuals amongst the world’s population? Recent events suggest it is:- infections and fake

pandemics created to raise trillions of dollars from toxic injections, destroying  our health and wealth to reduce our number because of an

invented theory about global warming; misuse of “testing” to feed lies into the minds of the population, subjected to mass formation

psychosis via bribery of mainstream media, while income and assets are removed from the workforce; screens , as predicted by Orwell

and Huxley largely replacing human contact; world governments bribed or threatened to deZect attention from the real rulers, all the while

forcing the globalist agenda on the electorate who continue to [nance their salaries through taxes.

Medical services suspended result in further death and suffering, child sacri[ce on the altar of “vaccination for all” are a reprise of

satanic rituals in history. The Covid cult has reached pandemic proportions. Meanwhile   “despite not knowing the long-term effects of

mRNA vaccines and the mounting evidence of adverse events occurring within the [rst six months of the COVID mRNA injection, there

are several genetic therapy shots in the pipeline.” (Mercola 1/5/22), the inventor of mRNA shots, Dr Robert Malone is honest about its

mechanisms and dangers but not who funded its development. Why were they invented at all, do we need interminable injections to resist

disease? Why is human immune function deemed irrelevant? Are social media essential to life? Who cares if the inventor of an

unnecessary “vaccine” is suspended from an unnecessary media platform? Life on earth is worth more than these ephemeral fantasists

with their evil agenda, surely? www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/dr-robert-malone-to-rogan-us-in.. .
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On target Cabo.  Thanks.  Keep bustin on em.  Never let up.  2022 is NOT the year for mealy mouths.
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why do we need more injections?? - because this is how Pharma controls the Masses - with their product and their coercion -

simple but true Cabochon - predatory capitalism demands that markets grow - expansion is commercial imperialism
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People are worshipping the Vaxx. I saw what the Brazilians have done to their statue of Christ. Sad and sickening.
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Thanks for all very perceptive replies. I understand the rationale behind successful capitalism, Stan. It depends on never ending

consumerism as a way of life, not buying goods out of necessity. But perhaps it can be made to work in our favour as there do not

appear to be viable alternatives. What caught my attention in today’s article however, was this statement by Dr Mercola:  “Despite

not knowing the long-term effects of mRNA vaccines and the mounting evidence of adverse events occurring within the [rst six

months of the COVID mRNA injection, there are several genetic therapy shots in the pipeline.” Why then are we featuring Dr Robert

Malone, the inventor of the mRNA type “vaccine” as our saviour? After posting my  comment on today’s article, it came as a

surprise to [nd that I was not alone in asking this question. Cannot vouch for the veracity of the writer on the Health Impact

website but as far as we know, asking questions is not in itself wrong.

“Malone makes it very clear he is not “anti-vaccine,” and his main quali[cation to speak on this topic that has made him so popular

as one of the new “superstar” doctors seems to be that he is “the inventor of mRNA,” the technology used in the P[zer and

Moderna shots……has anyone in the Alternative Health Media asked him why he invented mRNA technology, and who funded it?  I

assume he developed the technology to be used in drugs and vaccines, and that his funding came from Big Pharma.” I just  can’t

reconcile  two opposing facts: inventing new technology, then speaking out against it.

healthimpactnews.com/2022/pro-vaccine-big-pharma-execs-invite-you-to-d..
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........"At a recent meeting, where administrators sifted through their caseloads of ‘sapped’ students, they described them in blunt terms:

‘feral,’ ‘a mess’ and ‘work in progress.’ ‘I think kids are just feeling like ... the world’s out of control,’ Dr. Bailey said. ‘So, they’re like, ‘The

world’s out of control, why should I be in control?’”.............

We are seeing this in children and young adults. The riots of 2020/21 were just warning shots. Next will be the mentally ill adults. As the

moral [ber of the world continues to corrode, opportunist will invoke war (Russia invades Ukraine? ). This will test everyone's ability to

remain calm as the world economy collapses. It could possibly cause WW3. This, I believe, is the is the goal of the technocrats. All the

power will shift to an elite few of the ultra rich. An economic collapse will follow. This will allow them to buy out all  companies that can't

sustain the crash. If this happens it will be much worse than the 2008/9 crash. Real-estate will become VERY cheap for anyone with

money.
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Jim, I am already seeing the evidence of corporations buying up real estate for almost nothing. My peaceful neighborhood on the

outskirts of a city is becoming a noisy, construction-laden area. MANY neighbors within a 1/2 mile radius have been putting their

homes on the market and within a week they are being purchased (we get Zyers from the real estate companies about houses for

sale in the neighborhood and for how much they were sold). The 100+ year old houses are then torn down, the 100+ year old trees

are uprooted and chopped up then the land is completely cleared out to only dirt.

Corporation signs go up on the property advertising the "future site of" some development company's condos or apartment homes,

etc. and the construction begins... A few of the neighbors on our street sold their houses in a day or two to brokers and those

companies Zipped the houses into rental homes. Our mortgage is almost paid off and we are NOT selling! We have a decent parcel

of land with 1/2 an acre, a vegetable garden (even though the damn chipmunks are thwarting my attempts), rabbits, deer, coyotes,

etc. and our next door neighbor has chickens whose eggs are given to us.
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JamN, conversely, will real estate become MORE expensive if you are without money?  I'm trying to identify my target market for

2022....
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It is because the powers-that-be can Finance whatever they want to, out of thin air! They just type whatever digits they need. Like

even this whole vaccine thing. Our government is [nancing all of it.
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Walker, we bought our last house during the last crash of 2008. We came out really good. My wife has been wanting to invest in

more house, but I keep saying NO! I believe the crash is going to happen. Hopefully I'm wrong, but I just can't see this market

continuing on this ridiculous incline. The only reason the housing and stock market hasn't already crashed is because, like

Shannon pointed out, investment companies are buying up houses as fast as they get listed on the market. It is arti[cially driving

up the prices.

Some of the houses that were bought up in the 2008 crash are still sitting empty in the city I live in. These were relatively new

houses in nice neighborhoods. The banks are just holding on to these properties. I don't get it, but they are up to something. Some

of these houses that have been empty for 13 years are in DIRE NEED OF REHAB! Clogged gutters from no one maintaining the

houses have caused severe water damage to the rooves, gutters, and facia. With no HVAC running, most of these houses will have

major mold damage. All of these houses were built after the codes required the Tyvek wrap. This moisture barrier is great as long

as the house is occupied and the climate control (A/C) stays on. It keeps moisture out of the house.

When these houses are abandoned this Tyvek wrap TRAPS moister inside the house, especially if the roof develops a leak. Most of

these houses will require a complete mold abatement/treatment and that is not cheap! One of the houses I'm talking about we

almost bought in 2008. It needed so much updates that I didn't want to mess with it. The price was right. We could have Zipped it.

It sat there for another 6 months and the bank RAISED the price!! It sat there another year on the market and then it was taken off.

When you search the records it shows the bank still owns it. It's been empty for 13 years now. I don't get it.
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Shannon, I'm seeing a lot of that where I'm at too. They are not hitting the historical areas (yet), but they are going through some

neighborhoods using "immanent domain" and bulldozing entire neighborhoods. Then they construct really cheap apartment

complexes. In some ways it is good. It gets rid of the blight of the declining inner cities. However, I don't like it. It displaces people

that have been in these houses for 50+ years.
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Hi JamNJim, Talk about a technocratic mess: "Italy Covid: Bullet forces immunologist to get protection" -

www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-59898346  - My guess is things could get far worse across the EU, as these countries re-inact the

fascism their grandparents lived under for a time.
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As a former teacher, I wanted to comment on the condition of public education.  The curriculum has been watered down since the 80's.

 Many schools did not want to fail any of the students since state money was allocated on the pass rate of schools.  Kids were coming to

school and dressed inappropriately for years, yes they were wearing pajamas in the late 80's.  Parents or the parent of the house did not

want to hear that their children were doing anything wrong and if the student was failing, the administration blamed the the teacher for

not motivating the student. I retired 9 years ago and know many current teachers who cannot wait to get out since the administrators of

the watered-down curriculum keep blaming teachers for student failure.  Students have passed their classes before without doing much

work.
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Gin8275...what you say is true and I have for a long time heard this from my former staff. Sorry to overburden already very weary

well meaning teachers just trying to keep their jobs, but they are the frontline of help right now. If we care about all children, start

an after school club to help those who need help...engage other retired people in your neighborhood...form small groups based on

need; whether academic,  emotional,  physical...and let the neighbor most interested tackle one issue at a time with their small.

Their are experts out there in math, history, medicine, spiritual needs. It sounds overwhelming...but you will feel empowered with

just a small accomplishment for the sake of our children.
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Interesting.... I wonder how many millions of kids comeback to their parents in a resentful attitude or actions at or against their parents in

the years to come.... And how  parents try to explain to their kids how they didn't know  about them having heart attacks at 15 of growing

up to be a cripple because they needed to 'follow the crowd' ,,,,,,,"  yeah sure Momma , why did you make me take the Jab 3 times?""./Oh

yes...I can see it now....teen murder-suicides up 8900% .....:teen kills parents/self" than 'Parent'  what are ya gonna tell your kids?  ....and

"sorry' isn't gonna work..... so ya gonna sit down with your kids and cry?  yeah, a lot of good that's gonna do.... people don't THINK!!   90%

are still in the 'Do what Da TV tells ya to do" .....??

Trusted Doctors??...IDK..who ya gonna TRUST ? Da Law?? the Piggs elected??? When even the Presidents all spew out LIE after

LIE......Who ya gonna TRUST??????? Hospitals...LOL.NOT!!!! Religious Blood Sucking Vermin ????  just another scamming

organization...... a Teacher?  naw.all they KNOW is what some one told them to know.....so who ya really gonna TRUST??  and its NOT any

god  or jesus thing..or alaha or mickeymouse.or tree of sun ...BUT the only thing left to actually TRUST is YOURSELF... follow your own

'gut feeling'.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I talk to people about Covid every day as contact tracer (and nurse), it astounds and scares me the number of people injecting their

children with this crap. Even if my employment gave me the liberty to discuss it with them, it would fall on deaf ears. Not sure even

tragedy would make a difference- they’d just parrot an excuse

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 5:56:44 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 16-year-old nephew got jabbed and boosted and got Covid. My brother just tells me I'm stupid and crazy. My brother is too

reasonable to believe such levels of evil exist. And he makes $250,000 a year managing a company that makes Covid19 tests. This

doesn't make him evil but shows why he believes what he does. He has a vested interest in the narrative being true.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 2:51:07 PM
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To Jan Crawford, it IS the most under reported story, because the main stream media does NOT report anything truthful and hasn't since

obama showed up. That's when the lies, sensationalism, twisted statements or pictures, and just...news... kept secret... started. I'm NOT

trying to be a smart a$$, but are you new? Everything that is happening is allowed to happen because the msm and big tech have decided

to help the democrats and the ultra rich to depopulate the planet. It sounds like 'conspiracy theory', but I promise you... it's not.
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xroyschat.net
Joined On 6/28/2021 6:20:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My wife and I are very grateful to you for your vast knowledge and sharing it with us.   Thanks to you we have both avoided getting

vaccinated.     I believe our Democratic Government is and should be held responsible for their gross mishandling this pandemic with

government agencies failing to assure proper medicalions were made available for early COVID-19 treatment nation wide.   Also, they

should have haulted the use of the COVID vaccines due to the exceedingly high initial death rates.   I believe Biden would not be President

if it was not for the pandemic which allowed them to steal the Presidential election.  They acted maximize the danger of COVID  to instill

fear which allowed them increase their political control.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biggest tell in all of this is that the kids aren't [ghting back from what I can see, they just fall in line with it. When I was a teenager we

would go mental over any limitations or restrictions of any kind! We terrorized the authorities, which of course included our parents! All

we wanted to do was run wild and free! I don't see that today. It's not natural! The kids should be out they're wreaking havoc, if I saw that

today I would love it! I end up being the one telling the kids parents that they they are f****** morons! What ever happened to all the spunk

in the world, is it all gone? Sometimes my fondest hope is that this will Usher in a whole new era of sex, drugs and rock and roll, but I

really don't see that happening. I think the people are too unhealthy. I am sure I would have not been cool with wearing a mask when I was

younger, just like I am not cool with wearing one now. My poor mother. I can only imagine if she tried to make me wear a mask 24/7 back

in the day!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have yet to see a test for these variants  omicron  or delta or  Peruian or even covid ,that was FACTUAL....only tests ASSUMED by some

Dr or nurse or someone who was TOLD by someone else who was TOLD by someone else,, too many unknowns .. too much room for

some puke to manipulate the assumptions...To boil out the bullsh!t , Im gonna stick to my guns and say its all just another BIG LIE... The

'Newsmedias" have been absorbed years ago , spewing out lie after fabricated lie to hype their twisted minds and need to sell papers and

manipulate political actions under the counter ....while they publish FEAR and Panic to the mindless  billions  ,they are like the

GatesSnake...slithering  around 'Jab Here..a Jab there"...

can You trust anyone??  surely Never trust the TV News...Never trust any government 'smokeNurface'...NEVER Trust any BigPharma  .... I

do trust Dr Mercola  ....and some of the people he interviews........just some... But his products pass MyMountains Test...:)... Im a Happy

Consumer and have passed info about his stuff for almost 2 decades...who pass to others..word of mouth advertising is the best..  :)
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ldo5111
Joined On 8/21/2017 4:14:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so tragic and CRIMINAL!  What these evil, sadistic demons have done to children is just awful.  I see The Epoch Times has been

printing a Dr. Mercola article every day - I hope they print this one to educate parents.
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imnaha
Joined On 10/25/2011 1:19:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE WESTERN WORLD IS IN A WAR RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW and most people haven't been able to process that FACT!  Our minds, our

culture and our bodies are under attack on multiple fronts simultaneously. The legacy media is distracting and brainwashing us nonstop,

24 /7; the CCP directly and via the "Mexican Connextion", is attacking us through their bioweapons including a "weaponized Zu", Fentanyl,

and crystal methamphetamine; the Pharma[a is attacking with FDA approved Oxycontin  and weaponized experimental jabs. Our own

governments are attacking with mentally and physically through illegal mandates. This is a quiet war of attrition and if left unchecked will

kill off 60 plus percent of our population within 3 - 4 years. This war can be stopped, but will it?   Only when enough citizens wake up and

realize we are REALLY at WAR.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On New Years' Day, I asked myself, "How can one hope to have a 'Happy New Year' when so many governments have turned into enemies

of the people"?  Further, there are going to be so many psychologically damaged children, (as well as physically, from these injections)

that if & when they reach adulthood, they will be damaged on so many levels, that it will be dipcult, if not impossible, to assess all of it.

 Perhaps that was the plan all along...
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You got it!
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mercmon
Joined On 11/15/2021 5:11:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good post. Being a grand father of one of my granddaughters it is a relief to see the warnings posted by Dr. Malone. My son had custodial

charge of granddaughter. They have not taken the jab. As well I have not nor have other family members on my side. The mother lives in

the country side. She and her family have taken the jab. Granddaughter (17yo) goes to visit mom and family every 2 weeks. She has high

anxiety now because the country folk "work" on her about the jab. I copied Dr. Malone's warnings for my son to read them to her.

Hopefully it will help to ease her mind. My son's other daughter (14 yo) by another mom is bi racial. Her (mom absent) mom's parents

took the jab also and regards us unfavorably. This granddaughter has no noticeable anxiety even though she visits the grandparents

often.
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Royboy54
Joined On 12/1/2021 2:09:35 PM
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Strong men bring good times, Good times bring weak men, Weak men bring bad times, Bad times bring strong men, History repeats itself.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how many new prescriptions for SSRI anti depressants have been foisted upon the young during this time. They also increase

suicide rates. A twofer for big pharma.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Corporation pro[ts, in at least USA, are an obligation of the CEO to the shareholders.  Not saying morals are unimportant, but that's

the current situation.  Home schoolers practically don't have that problem of new prescriptions for SSRI anti depressants being

foisted upon the young during this time, or any other time.
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Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM
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And in the harming of children and young adults, we are jeopardizing EVERYONE's whole future, it is a threat to our whole existence. (but

of course that may just be the intent)
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You bet!
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dhenegar
Joined On 11/10/2009 6:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe our world's children our most  "precious and vulernable resource"!!.  Thank GOD mine live in American states that also realize

this and don't require masks or shots in school!!!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will say again the #1 crisis we face is the utter lack of REAL accountability and this article if any drives that point home very well. Until

those "we know" who are responsible for this devastation to humanity and especially children none of this ends. Why would it? Just how

long will these over crimes against humanity be allowed to continue virtually unabated? Its now Jan of 2022 and all we hear and see is

the same pattern. All talk and zero accountability!
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brodiebrock12
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overt
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM
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two college-educated (Christian college) family members jabbed their children.  their religious leader told them the jabs were safe and

effective and that our gov't leaders are wise and thoughtful (WTHeck?!?). that's why. it's a tragedy. I don't understand it.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Checkout which churches invest in the pharmaceutical industry…..
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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I would  be moving on away from those religious leaders.  Are they doctors or scientist?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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My brother and sister-in-law meet that description. Lots of preachers (especially of mega churches or denominational leaders)

warn about how unloving and sel[sh it is not to get jabbed for Jesus. I guess no one could be saved before this mRNA was

released upon the world in 2021.  It seems God frowns upon the DNA He gave us now and wants us to replace our fearfully and

wonderfully made immune systems with those the transhumanists want us to have.  So many Christians are enabling this globalist

one world government that they have been ranting about for decades with all those cheesy movies and hack job novels. But they

can't SEE what's going on in the world even when it's literally pressing against their faces.  Truly amazing.
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM
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davidle---lol, actually one was a former surgeon ( and one was a former college prof at Standford), funny enough, which is why I

think so many just fall in line.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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An undocumented Mexican farm worker got v'd because his church talked him into it, against the advice of the farmer who wanted

to keep a good worker.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of what she mentioned is an acceleration of what was already happening to young people. I am an old person but I have always felt

oppression from the state, like you have to really [ght to carve out a good life for yourself, and always look out for being POISONED at

every turn. Everything now is just on hyperdrive. The institutions of Health, Education, Government, and the Media are in complete Free

Fall. The name of the game now in as far as the State running things is Instability.

I hope so much this creates a vacuum the people can [ll, this is happening. The State is purposely and deliberately sewing Discord,

Division, and Chaos. The State itself is creating an anarchistic environment! Something like Omicron or whatever the f*** it is, rather than

being something terrible coming out of nowhere to wreck everything, is exactly the sort of event the state continuously needs to carry out

its plans, which now means to make everyone feel off-kilter all the time. What the Chinese Communist Army calls Unrestricted Warfare!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
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It's supposed to bring about the Great Reset. Though they seem to have underestimated everybody. Schwab thought they could

easily fool us all into seeing them as our heroes after every economy and society is collapsed by them. Not all of us. And those

going along with this crap show don't even know that the Reset is real or who Klaus Schwab is or why Bill Gates is hated by so

many.
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ros11356
Joined On 9/2/2020 3:41:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I NEED YOUR HELP. My son was vaccine damaged when he was 18 months old, he is now 18 years old and has a disability. he has not had

a vaccine since. I requsted an exemption from his doctor due to following. 1.He had a BAD reaction with his 18 month MMR vaccine. He

was VERY sick and was not the same baby after that vaccine. 2.He was born with a hole in his heart. They did not operate as it did not

affect his growth. To this date he gets tired easily. 3. He has MANY allergies, including, food additives, EGGS, metals, he has to wear

gloves to play with toys. His hands bubble and peel. Has rashes and so on. His doctor denied my request. She said she was NOT

ALLOWED to give an exemption in his case. I don't know what to do. i fear he will not be able to participate in society. I feel he should be

given an exemption. I can not allow him to get this vaccine. I am an older single parent, I am worried about his future. I live in the greater

Toronto Canada area. Please message me if you have any suggestions.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You really need to get his “Leaky” gut healed. Get off All Zour, barley, rye permanently. No more than 25 grams sugar at least per

day. Get him on a really good probiotic of 50-80 billion cultures. Also sour *** with no vinegar or sugars, just sea salt. No seed oils

as Mercola has pointed out, just coconut and olive and avocado oils. Try to avoid GMOs and non organic. Check out Dr.Amy

Meyers Gut repair protocols.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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We are not stuck with one doctor.  Get those records and shop!
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DonnaT_
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ros11356, Dr. Bronner's bar soap heals the eczema on my hands. Maybe it would help your son's skin issues. Costs more but lasts

a long time. This and heal the leaky gut.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do your self a favor, get onto the website of Dr. Rashid Buttar in N Carollna. He has worked with vaxx injured kids and cancer

patients from around the world for 25 years. Many articles and videos, important tidbits. Join his group. Your doctors were taught

nothing about vaxxn injury therefore you are wasting your time and energy. You can [nd an attorney (like Rocco Galati, somewhere

Toronto? Ottawa in Canada, and get his advice - here's a link to vaccn choice Canada - vaccinechoicecanada.com/.../rocco-galati

 ). And jump on this, You have no time to spare..
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ros11356 - you might try to [nd out if the Nuremberg Code is codi[ed into Canadian Law.  If it is, anything that is considered

experimental cannot be foisted upon anyone.  The Helsinki Declaration also makes it clear that informed consent is required.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM
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No surprises here huh? Obviously the gates are open to the fentynal dealers and have been for some time, so of course there will be

increased fatalities.  No disrespect to principals, but rather than look to them for opinions on school issues, please seek out teachers, or

really anyone who works directly with kids.  People who work in many systems, i.e. schools, medical, correctional can all attest to the

incredible increase in numbers of highly paid admin staff who do no direct work with kids/patients/criminals and don't want to. Their

advanced degrees "qualify" them to "lead", which is code for micromanage, given their poor performance in any direct contact work.  

I am sure the kids are suffering from multiple pressures and losses, but how many hours were already being spent online, on phones,

prior to covid? How many parents are staring at phones instead of looking at their children?  I'm sure we all have seen young adults

"training" dogs, who take out the dog and stare at the phone and then can't [gure out why the animal isn't responding!  This isn't rocket

science, but what it will take for people to start to intentionally connect, even with their own children, is a mystery to me.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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Let's "FACE" it.....no one will ever be free unless we insist on Facing that reality. Time to "FACE" the facts. Time to FACE what we are made

of, and from where we came to be. Show your face to the world, that we may see you clearly as non-combatants.
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sjac21
Joined On 9/20/2013 4:21:20 PM
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Congratulations Dr. Mercola on getting your library back!!  It is so exciting to be able to tell people where they can go to get your

incredible Library of information I have used for 20 years!!!
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denicehubbardsbcglobal.ne
Joined On 9/15/2011 9:15:15 AM
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If one reads local and national news, they would see that this topic is a hot topic and talked about quite a bit, so I'm confused why

Mercola is saying it's being ignored.  Far from being ignored in the USA.  Turn on primetime news and it's a very common lead story, ditto

for the newspapers.  Also, there are hearings in our capital about how tech media, i.e FB, twitter, instagram, etc. contribute to teen

suicide.  Ditto too about how the fear of mass school shootings disturb our teens and make them feel hopeless, as well as, climate

change issues that remain ignored.  Anyone with a teen today, grandparents with teenage grandchildren, teachers, etc. are quite aware of

this already and it's been the topic of meetings about how to deal with it.  This is one topic that is commonly addressed, which is also why

our govt. is stating schools are safe and should remain open for the mental health of our children.  Did Mercola miss something on this,

because we read about it all the time in our local papers.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are lucky if your local papers and main stream media are reporting these facts. In the UK our Newspapers and MSM tell a

different story, only what the government narrative is. In Scotland it is much stricter. One Glasgow newspaper was advising that it

was time to have quarantine camps for people testing positive. Boris is more lenient than our minister in Scotland, she has an

dictators ego.
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sjac21
Joined On 9/20/2013 4:21:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again, as always, thank you Dr. Mercola for bringing these atrocities to more public attention - This recent article is worse than a horror

movie, it is real life - how did our doctors and government "of the people - by the people??? - FOR the people???" get to this point?  Why

are not more people understanding, reacting, objecting???  MEDIA CONTROL backed by government, Big Pharma, Big Tech -the sheep

mentality groomed over recent years has certainly worked...these facts and [gures, to be ignored and perpetrated by the people who are

supposed to be teaching and protecting - one of the greatest crimes of all - Bring back the start of the Hippocratic oath "DO NO HARM"  - I

cannot contemplate the destruction created, it sends me into depression for the fates now of so many - then makes me so angry on their

behalf - as per an article in Epoch Times, I am truly "politically Homeless" and totally behind the idea of rebuilding America - it is almost

beyond crucial....Let's Go Brandon!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 7:30:19 AM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As noted by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., never before has a society demanded that children take risks that might sacri[ce their health in order

to protect the old.11 It’s immoral and irrational. This will one day be etched permanent and deep into a humungous granite slab on the

lawn of the DC Memorial Apparatus that is there to forever remind us of past blunders. Et/all!    Sighhhhh..... ps. FJB  

 #FREEJUSTICEBLINDNESS   and that other thing!   This is a war on a new Frontier!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 7:17:27 AM
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sucharit Bhakdi, MD and Arne Burkhardt, MD  -- On COVID vaccines: why they cannot work, and irrefutable evidence of their causative

role in deaths after vaccination.  doctors4covidethics.org/on-covid-vaccines-why-they-cannot-work-and-irr..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 6:29:19 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!! Keep passing this link on to friends and relatives...who may be open to reading/watching.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 1:25:33 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if you must subdue an entire population, you must start with the children tightening the grip on the parents alone means having to redo

the deed with each new batch of the young. Unwillingly or unwittingly, the parents have contributed to their enslavement

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 3:16:30 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

here is a pictorial version of the above article - www.francisco-de-goya.com/saturn-devouring-his-son  the Roman god Saturn was a

personi[cation of the Greek god Cronos - also known as Father Time - The Romans identi[ed Saturn with the Greek Cronus, whose myths

were adapted for Latin literature and Roman art. In particular, Cronus's role in the genealogy of the Greek gods was transferred to Saturn.

As early as Andronicus (3rd century BCE), Jupiter was called the son of Saturn. ... He became known as the god of time." - Goya paints an

allegorical rendition of how "TIME" consumes its harvest

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 2:13:26 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, OMG what state of mind must Goya been in to create such a painting. Although his art is clever and skilled its horribly

dark. I hate to think what evil inZuences were present when he painted that. However thats just my opinion.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 9:21:39 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac - Goya was a socially concerned artist - this painting reZects his feelings  - here is his late Masterpiece "The Disasters of

War -www.google.com/search?q=the+disasters+of+war+francisco+goya&rlz=2C..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Stan - here's a series of sketches that (I had no idea about) Goya made highlighting the insanity:

www.parkwestgallery.com/francisco-goya-disasters-of-war

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 12:46:20 PM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Stanley for the link of Goya's disasters of war. That was kind of you.

Thank you also Rrealrose - interesting reading.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/urgent-dont-set-foot-in-a-hospital-un..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 12:20:38 PM
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to refer to DemocRATs in terms that best describes what they've turned into and really are in America today which is "The

Criminal Class"... The News Is Fake And The War Is Real

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/6/2022 12:19:42 PM
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Stoprightthere
Joined On 1/6/2022 8:43:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In UK users of druv services and their friends and family, ARE ALLOWED TO CARRY naloxone. ITS  free from the point of use. Its under the

national health service (NHS UK). I CARRY ONE EVERY WHERE I GO.. U NEVER KNOW WHO IS GOING TO NEED IT.. ITS SAVES LIVES..
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was Omicron engineered as a self-spreading antidote to end the covid pandemic? Because of the characteristics of Omicron and how it

combined high transmissivity with very low mortality and hospitalization rates, there's growing speculation that Omicron might have been

engineered in a laboratory by "white hat" scientists who released it as a self-spreading antidote to the covid pandemic. Importantly, an

Omicron infection appears to invoke a natural immune response that protects people from all other strains, meaning that a simple

Omicron exposure and infection makes covid vaccines obsolete and builds natural immunity to resist Delta and other strains. In essence,

Omicron is functioning as a kind of self-spreading vaccine -- or antidote -- that's creating widespread immunity and shutting down the

covid plandemic. Was it built and released on purpose?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds good, but what about the history of viruses, in general, to become more transmissible but less virulent?  The common cold

is an example.
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Lis274223
Joined On 6/14/2020 2:29:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Den6328 .... be careful. We had concierge package with Peggy Hall.  Followed to a t, denied, appealed, denied. Fired.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This morning, Mike Adams has an interesting take on Omnicron.

www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-05-was-omicron-engineered-by-white-hats-as..
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting. I'm a "white hat denier."
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This so reminds of the ongoing plight of Architects and Engineers for Truth on the 911 murders from a 'compliant us government that in

my opinion, was clearly involved'....Even Michelle Bachman, whom I think tries to get the truth out on many fronts, during a speech on

9.11.21, completely washed over 'building 7' that fell for NO REASON WHATSOEVER other than being demolished, complete collapse in 7

seconds and hit by NOTHING (and being a federal building with tons of CIA, FBI, NSA, IRS [les and stored info)......put into perspective,

911 Truth will never be brought to light, as will the 'jabs of death' will never be stopped!
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://www.ae911truth.org         Please visit.  You can view the [lm I helped pay for and made a suggestion to reduce the volume

of the music so the words can all be heard.  You can now hear all the words.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To be perfectly honest, right now all the Covid stuff and fascism and communism has my mind teetering on edge of sanity. I am not sure

how much longer I can keep living with this crap. What future is there for a 60yo? Living in my SUV eating cat food because as

unvaccinated senior (by employment standards where I live a lot of age discrimination) I may not have work in few months? I don’t have

means to retire yet.
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don3, hang in there brother.   Cat foods better than no food.   So is grass!  (We didn't have cat food when I was little).  Keep up your

spirits and stop watching  TV.  Get a good l...o..n...g knife if you're strapped for cash for ammo.   We'll de[nitely need you in the

weeks to come.   P S take my advice about the grass...go for the big wide leaf, dandelion, wild onion/garlic ...all  [lling and healthy.

 Cheap too!
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Don, I am 70 and in the same boat, though I do have an upholstery business and deal with a lot of restaurant management and

owners. Have not been totally shunned as of yet, but am preparing for that day, 30' sailboat looking pretty good about now, to live

aboard
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mercmon
Joined On 11/15/2021 5:11:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel ya. I have slept overnight in my mini van since about 2/20 though most because of affordability.  I rent an opce space by day

and sleep in my van by night. During winter i have the option to mattress on a friend's Zoor. She is 86 (not jabbed) and there is

always room at her inn. I will be 72 end of this month. I live off my $1300+ social security. Working since I was 12 or so and did all

the right things..school, college, fantastic careers etc. However all of my savings and retirement funds were lost due to market

bubbles, crashes etc and most of all due to my rebellious 2 sons who got into serious criminal situations. The legal system is very

very expensive. Not complaining. Just some insight.

To change the subject somewhat...i am reading RFK jr.  booK "THE REAL ANTHONY FAUCI..." and I noticed he mentions that about

75% of seniors who caught covid passed on from it. My thought is all those deaths relieves social security of making payments. Is

the "plandemic" part of social security "crisis" trying to heal somewhat after its coffers were pilfered throughout the years? We all

know that most congress people retire with tonnes of riches and bene[ts via laws and rules they made for themselves along with

insider market trades. Seems not the "democracy" I was brought up to believe in.
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I heard it somewhere...a man keeps [ghting until his destiny is revealed to him. Anyway there is the prospect of seeing lampposts

politicians and iron bars on prime time entertainment, I wouldn’t want to miss that for the world. When there is no woodwork for

me I have always been able to get cleaning jobs, a garden, a garage, not much money but they keep me alive until good work

comes my way again. And Don, the jab war has got to me too.
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Once they collapse the system you won't have any money anyhow. We're all in big trouble. I'm under [fty but suffer an auto immune

disorder--created by iatrogenic damage. Can't hold down a job because of my constant fatigue and pain. You and I both need to

work on building up our health this year. Homsteading is the only option--if there is any. Buy a little land or rent from a farmer

worried about his mortgage. Grow food while living there in your SUV. I'm going to be living in a barn soon. One room is [nished.

All I need for living quarters. Will use an electric scooter to ride into the nearest town 5 miles away. At least I have support from the

neighbors.
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And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck,

and he were cast into the sea. -- Mark 9:42
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A lot of the posts here are wonderful ideas for times past, but from here on out lawlessness will reign. Everyone who values/speaks truth

will be viewed as a dangerous virus and will be censored and silenced. Perilous times are here. Better off getting right with God, and

putting on your armor daily. For we wrestle not against Zesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the

darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be

able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.

Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; and your feet shod with the

preparation of the gospel of peace; above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the [ery darts of the

wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God: praying always with all prayer and

supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints; Ephesians 6:12-18

For everyone else: and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth,

that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be

damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12 No Repentance, No armor….and

therefore a Strong delusion awaits! And if it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose you this day whom ye will serve; whether the

gods which your fathers served that were on the other side of the Zood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye dwell: but as for me

and my house, we will serve the Lord Joshua 24:15
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Switching Subjects — Does anyone have any insight on how the Supreme Court will rule on the mandates tomorrow?
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